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JOURNAL  2nd  class   

 

 7th Grade        classroom   number 8  

Tuesday 28th March  

 

 This classroom is highlighted for been a misbehaved group. Nevertheless, I tried to be more flexible 

with them in   terms of developing the class. I took one more time their opinion about how to carry out 

the different activities in the classroom. They work without misbehaving as they are used to.  Also, 

they help to clarify some   words because the teacher was not only me; I left them to help their 

classmates to   clear any doubt   about the topic.  

 

One problem to be overcome with this grade is that as soon as the bell sounds students are  a complete 

mess due to they walk and run to go outside   and  it has to be  overcome , in this way  I decide to 

stablish a rule which is that I call the roll at the beginning and at the end of the class in order to control 

they were in their seat till the other teacher gets  in the classroom. Some of them try to misbehave, 

however I go around the seats in order to check that they were working  firstly individually and after as 

a group.  

In the activity group they feel at ease due to they were free to work in the way they prefer taking into 

account the topic worked in the class.  

 

7
th

 grade classroom number 5  

 

They were working in a properly way; without misbehaving, paying attention and also participating in 

an active way, while class was on they suggested about how to developed the next  class   activities in 

which they feel  enhance to work  individually also in pairs. 
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In this classroom I had not to deal with any trouble as such. In my opinion it happened because they 

found  or see a different   type  of teacher´s methodology  ;  now  they are learning with a  TPR focused 

and also  they can interact with each other by using   the target language.
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